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Linear-optis manipulations
of photon-loss odes
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Abstrat. We disuss odes for proteting logial qubits arried by opti-
al elds from the eets of amplitude damping, i.e. linear photon loss.
We demonstrate that the orretability ondition for one-photon loss
imposes limitations on the range of manipulations than an be imple-
mented with passive linear-optis networks.
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1. Introdution
Quantum states enoded in optial elds are an obvious way to implement quan-
tum ommuniation protools [1℄. The optial approah oers also a route to-
wards salable quantum omputing, with the partiularly promising linear-optis
sheme of Knill, Laamme, and Milburn [2℄. Optial elds are distinguished from
standard qubit models of quantum information proessing in two ways. First,
photons are bosons that an oupy eld modes in arbitrary numbers. Although
a qubit an be implemented as a superposition of a single photon in two orthog-
onal modes, the entire Hilbert spae desribing optial elds has plenty of room
to go beyond this standard, dual-rail representation. Seondly, most important
error mehanisms that aet optial elds have a spei form. This enables one
to optimize strategies for shielding quantum information from their deleterious
eets.
The above features an be illustrated with the example of photon loss, also
referred to in literature as amplitude damping. Suh a mehanism an be modeled
as a transmission of optial elds through a partly reeting beam splitter. This
attenuates the transmitted eld, leading to a random removal of photons from
the initial state. The eets of photon loss an be dealt with by adopting the
strategy of quantum error orretion [3℄, whih onsists in designing so-alled ode
subspaes in whih qubits are proteted from dominant errors. Suh odes an be
onstruted from states that ontain more than one photon per mode [4℄, whih
makes them more eient in terms of required numbers of photons and modes.
A natural method to manipulate optial odes is to use linear optis networks
[5℄. In the simplest senario, suh networks are passive, i.e. they do not involve
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auxiliary photons, onditional detetion, or feed-forward operations. In this on-
tribution we review the reent proof [6℄ that even the simplest odes, whih or-
ret for just a single photon loss, annot be universally proessed using passive
linear optis only. As we will see below, the same properties that make the odes
orretable for photon loss, also prohibit a range of linear-optis manipulations.
2. Photon-loss odes
Logial qubits an be proteted from the eets of errors by preparing more om-
plex states of physial systems [3℄. Suh states span the so-alled ode subspae,
within whih an arbitrary quantum superposition remains preserved despite the
ourrene of an error from a ertain lass. In the most elementary ase, the sub-
spae is spanned by two orthogonal states whih we shall denote by |L〉 and |H〉.
The spei senario we shall onsider here is shielding logial qubits arried by
optial elds from amplitude damping by enoding them in suitable multiphoton
states. Let us restrit our attention to errors indued by the loss at most one
photon from the eld. If we make two assumptions:
• the ode is onstruted in a subspae with a xed total photon number,
• the damping parameter is idential for all the modes involved,
then the neessary and suient onditions for a ode onstruted in a system of
bosoni modes to be robust against one-photon loss are given by [4℄:
〈H |aˆ†i aˆj |L〉 = 0, 〈H |aˆ†i aˆj |H〉 = 〈L|aˆ†i aˆj |L〉 (1)
where aˆi and aˆ
†
i denote respetively the annihilation and reation operators of the
eld modes, and the indies i, j = 1, . . . , N run over all of N bosoni modes. The
ation of an operator aˆj on the ode states an be interpreted as an event when a
third party has observed in the leaked portion of the eld one photon in the jth
mode. The third party belongs to the external environment, and her ations, as
well as the outome of her measurement are of ourse unknown to the owner of
the qubit.
The equation 〈H |aˆ†i aˆj |L〉 = 0 implies a simple onstraint: it must not be
possible to pass between two orthogonal ode states by moving just one photon
between the modes, i.e. annihilating it from the mode aˆj and reating one in the
mode aˆi. Starting from this observation, it is easy to onstrut two elementary
examples of photon-loss odes using four photons distributed between two modes
[4℄:
|L〉 = 1√
2
(|04〉+ |40〉), |H〉 = |22〉, (2)
and using three photons distributed between three modes [6℄:
|L〉 = 1√
3
(|003〉+ |030〉+ |300〉), |H〉 = |111〉. (3)
It is straightforward to verify that the orretability onditions are satised, and
furthermore that all the states aˆ1|L〉, aˆ1|H〉, aˆ2|L〉, aˆ2|H〉, . . . are mutually orthog-
onal and have idential norms.
A ode subspae an be onveniently haraterized with the help of the or-
responding projetion operator PˆC , whih in our two-dimensional ase takes the
form PˆC = |L〉〈L|+ |H〉〈H |. Then the orretability onditions an be written in
a very ompat form as [7℄:
PˆC aˆ
†
i aˆjPˆC = GijPˆC , (4)
where G = (Gij) is a ertain N × N matrix. This matrix is hermitian, whih is
easily proven by onsidering the hermitian onjugation of Eq. (4).
3. Linear optis transformations
A general passive linear optis transformation of a system of N modes an be
written as:
aˆi =
N∑
k=1
Γik bˆk (5)
where the operators aˆi desribe the input representation, the operators bˆj refer to
the output representation, and Γ = (Γij) is a unitaryN×N matrix. The unitarity
of the matrix Γ guarantees the preservation of ommutation relations for the eld
operators. Any linear-optis transformation an be reversed, therefore the labels
of input and output representations are purely onventional.
Let us now write the orretability ondition given in Eq. (4) in the repre-
sentation of the output modes bˆk. A straightforward alulation shows that
PˆC bˆ
†
k bˆlPˆC = (Γ
TGΓ∗)klPˆC , (6)
where ΓT and Γ∗ denote respetively the transposition and the omplex onju-
gation of the matrix Γ. This means that after the appliation of the network Γ
the subspae PˆC remains a photon-loss ode, and that the only hange is the
transformation of the matrix G on the right hand side of the orretability on-
dition. This property reets the fat that in our error model the orretability
ondition is independent of the spei modal deomposition. Indeed, the third
party monitoring the leaked eld an deompose it in an arbitrary basis of modes
and measure them individually for the presene of a photon. Beause the damp-
ing oeients are assumed to be idential for all the modes, suh a proedure
performed on the leaked eld does not alter the error model.
The fat that the photon-loss ode is preserved by passive linear-optis trans-
formations has important impliations for enoding and deoding. Suppose that
we start from a qubit in the standard, dual-rail representation, with the aim of
mapping it onto the enoded subspae. A simple way to aomplish this would
be to ombine it with auxiliary modes prepared in a ertain state and apply a
passive linear optis transformation. However, the reversed version of the argu-
ment presented above implies that if the output is a photon-loss ode, then the
input needs to be suh a ode as well. This means that the input qubit itself is
proteted against photon loss, whih obviously is not the ase for the dual-rail
representation. The same applies to deoding: if we know a priori that no photon
loss ourred, we annot onvert the enoded qubit bak into the dual-rail repre-
sentation using a passive network. Therefore, there annot exist a passive network
that would work more universally for the input aeted by errors and provide a
deoded qubit with the error syndrome ontained in the state of auxiliary modes.
4. Single-qubit gates
We will now onsider single-qubit gates operating on the enoded qubit that an
be implemented with passive networks. Thus we are looking for networks that do
not mix the ode subspae PˆC with the remaining omplement of the Hilbert spae.
Let us onsider a linear-optis transformation of the annihilation operators given
by Eq. (5). The transformation of the modes indues a ertain unitary operator
Rˆ(Γ) in the Hilbert spae of the multimode bosoni system. The ondition that
the operator Rˆ(Γ) does not take us beyond the ode subspae an be written as:
Rˆ(Γ)PˆC = PˆCRˆ(Γ)PˆC . (7)
The set of all networks that preserve the ode subspae forms a group. Let us
now suppose that this group is ontinuous. This means that we an nd a one-
parameter subgroup omposed of elements Γs parameterized with a real param-
eter s aording to:
Γs = exp(−isΛ) (8)
where Λ = (Λij) is an N ×N hermitian matrix. Mathematially, Λ is an element
of the Lie algebra assoiated with the Lie group of unitary N ×N matries.
The unitary operator Rˆ(Γs) an then be written as:
Rˆ(Γs) = exp(−isRˆ(Λ)) (9)
where Rˆ(Λ) is the representation of the matrix Λ for the multimode bosoni
system. It is given by a bilinear ombination of the reation and annihilation
operators [8℄:
Rˆ(Λ) =
N∑
i,j=1
Λij aˆ
†
i aˆj . (10)
The orretness of this expression an be veried by onsidering operators aˆi(s) =
exp(isRˆ(Λ))aˆi exp(−isRˆ(Λ)) and writing dierential equations for daˆi(s)/ds,
whose solution reovers Eq. (5) with the transformation matrix given by Eq. (8).
Let us now onsider an innitesimal transformation of the form Rˆ(Γs) =
Iˆ − isRˆ(Λ). The seond term, given expliitly in Eq. (10), omprises a sum of
expressions of the form aˆ†i aˆj that appear also in the orretability ondition given
in Eq. (4). It is easy to see that:
PˆCRˆ(Λ)PˆC =
N∑
i,j=1
ΛijPˆC aˆ
†
i aˆjPˆC =
N∑
i,j=1
ΛijGij PˆC = λPˆC , (11)
where we introdued a real oeient λ = Tr(ΛGT ). Inserting this result to
Eq. (7) yields:
Rˆ(Γs)PˆC = PˆCRˆ(Γs)PˆC = PˆC − isPˆCRˆ(Λ)PˆC = (1 − isλ)PˆC (12)
This means that for general, not neessarily innitesimal, operators Rˆ(Γs) we
have Rˆ(Γs)PˆC = e
−isλPˆC . Therefore the operator Rˆ(Γs) restrited to the ode
subspae generates only an irrelevant, uniform phase fator. Consequently, there
does not exist a ontinuous group of linear transformations that would produe
non-trivial gates on the enoded qubit.
5. Examples
We demonstrated in the preeding setion that groups of transformations whih
an be implemented on photon-loss odes using passive networks must be disrete.
For two examples of odes presented in Setion 2 these groups an be found
analytially. In the ase of the four-photon ode dened in Eq. (2), one an use
the parameterization of speial unitary 2 × 2 matries in terms of Euler angles
to show easily that all gates preserving the ode subspae are generated by two
transformations given, up to overall phase fators, by:
Γ2 =
1√
2
(
1 1
−1 1
)
, Γ′
2
=
(
1 0
0 i
)
. (13)
The above transformations are realized respetively by a balaned beam splitter
and a pi/2 phase shift. In order to gain an insight into the struture of the set
of gates, it is helpful to onsider transformations of the state |H〉 = |22〉. The
appliation of Γ2 and Γ
′
2
generates two other states given, up to phase fators, by
(
√
3|L〉−|H〉)/2 and (√3|L〉+ |H〉)/2, whih together form an equilateral triangle
in the Bloh sphere of the enoded qubit, shown in Figure 1(a). Gates that an be
implemented with passive linear optis form the rotation group of this triangle.
A more lengthy, but still elementary reasoning [6℄ shows that for the three-
photon ode dened in Eq. (3) the transformations preserving the ode subspae
are obtained from two generators:
Γ2 =
1√
3

1 1 11 e2pii/3 e−2pii/3
1 e−2pii/3 e2pii/3

 , Γ3 =

1 0 00 1 0
0 0 e2pii/3


(14)
whih orrespond respetively to a tritter [9℄ and a 2pi/3 phase shift on one of the
modes. Starting from the initial state |H〉 = |111〉, these transformations generate
a regular tetrahedron in the Bloh sphere of the enoded qubit, with verties
orresponding to the states |H〉, (√2|L〉−|H〉)/√3, and (√2|L〉−e±2pii/3|H〉)/√3,
shown in Figure 1(b). As before, passive networks realize the rotation group of
this solid.
Figure 1. The Bloh spheres of the logial qubit for (a) the four-photon ode dened in Eq. (2)
and (b) the three photon ode dened in Eq. (3). The points represent states that an be
produed from the logi state |H〉 using passive networks, and dashed lines depit rotations that
are generated by unitary transformations dened respetively in Eqs. (13) and (14).
6. Conlusions
We have shown that restritions on manipulating photon-loss odes with linear
optis are intimately linked to the orretability ondition itself. The invariane
of the orretability ondition with respet to unitary transformations realized by
passive networks prohibits their use for enoding and deoding. Furthermore, pas-
sive linear-optis networks are obtained from innitesimal generators of the form
aˆ†i aˆj that either move one photon between modes, or introdue linear phase shifts.
However, in the ode subspae these expressions need to redue to c-numbers to
ensure orretability, whih severely limits available manipulations on enoded
qubits.
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